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"Culture Change in
Practice" is our
own weblog where
people can
become involved
in a conversation
about Culture
Change as it is
practiced by
professionals in
real nursing
homes. Feel free to
join the
conversation, or
post a comment
about something
you have learned
on your journey.
www.culturechangeno
w.com/weblog.html
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you download from this site. This way you’ll have them to refer to
when a particular topic pops up. They’re like trading cards –
collect them all!
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Learning Tool Exercise:
Understanding Systems
An understanding of systems is essential to growing a sense of team in your
organization. People within the organization need to know that each person impacts
the whole. If one or two people are headed in a different direction their actions will
throw off the whole organization. This exercise will illustrate how systems work and
get people thinking about working together for a common goal.
Get your team together in a room where there is some open space.
Ask everyone to stand around as if they were mingling at a party.
Have them each silently pick out two people in their head. Now,
everyone should move around so that they are equidistant from the
two people they picked out. Initially, there will be a lot of moving
around which will eventually slow down into a little readjusting. The
group has just illustrated a system at work.
If the team you have gathered is diverse enough in the roles they play
in your facility, you can take it to the next level. Have everyone
gather as above. Have each person pick out two people they deal with
on a daily or regular basis. (You can even have a few elders sit in the
middle – a great way to also illustrate resident-centered systems).
Again, ask them to move so that they are equal distance from the two
people they chose. On this level they will be able to see the system
even more clearly.
After everyone has pretty much stopped moving, read or paraphrase
this paragraph on systems:
“You all have just illustrated a system. The nursing home is a
system and as you can see, every move an individual makes
affects the whole system. In order for us to make deep change
in our organization, we must all change and all work together
to make those changes.”
Debrief with a learning circle. Ask, “How did it feel to move in the
system? What did you notice? Or what parts of daily life here did it
bring to mind?”
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